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ABSTRACT 

A novel method of beam steering that utilizes a mass-produced Digital Micromirror 

Device (DMD) enables a large field of view and reliable single chip Light Detection and 

Ranging (LIDAR). Using a short pulsed laser, the micromirrors’ rotation is frozen mid-transition 

which forms a programmable blazed grating which efficiently redistributes the light to a single 

diffraction order, among several. With a nanosecond 905nm laser and Si avalanche photo diode, 

measurement accuracy of < 1 cm for 3340 points/sec is demonstrated over a 1 m distance range 

and with a 48° full field of view. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Why Beam Steering 

Laser beam steering technology is essential for Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) 

systems.  For this reason, beam steering technologies have been actively researched.  Along with 

mechanical and completely non-mechanical beam steering, Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems 

(MEMS) are one of the emerging beam steering fields that are especially suitable for LIDAR.   

1.2 State of the Art Beam Steering 

Mechanical scanning including gimbals, fast-steering mirrors, Risley prisms, rotating 

polygon mirrors and gratings have been used for wide wavelength ranges [1].  Although 

mechanical beam scanning modalities are widely adopted, fewer or no moving parts and smaller 

component inertia is more desirable to reduce SWaP, (size, weight, and power) while keeping 

scan speeds high [2, 3].  These qualities are especially required for autonomous vehicle and 

robotics applications.  

In contrast, completely non-mechanical scanning such as programmable spatial light 

modulators, modulo 2π optical phased arrays, solid state phase arrays, and liquid crystal electro-

optic scanners are emerging [1, 4-7]. These non-moving part devices enable large steering angles 

and are expected to be highly reliable, and are now actively researched. 

In terms of small component inertia, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are 

promising too thanks to their small size and weight, low production cost, high energy efficiency, 

and applicability to wide wavelength ranges.  These MEMS devices include single resonant 

mirrors and shifting lenslet arrays [2, 8, 9].  However, for autonomous vehicle LIDAR 

applications, a large steering angle as well as a large beam size is needed to cover a large angle 

of scanning and minimize beam divergence due to diffraction. Unfortunately, resonant mirrors 
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and shifting lenslet arrays are limited in angular range and maximum accommodated beam size.  

Current high-end resonant mirror MEMS scanning systems have moderate fields of view at 36° 

and scan rates of 21 kHz [2, 10].  However, a resonant mirror’s maximum beam diameter is only 

increased at the expense of decreasing the maximum scan rate [9].  An optical amplification of 

the steering angle by an inverse telescope design has been reported; however, it requires a 

reduced beam diameter to conserve the Lagrange invariant which would limit the effective 

delivery of light over large distances due to beam spreading by diffraction [11, 12].  

1.3 Proposed Novel Beam Steering Method 

Thus, a beam steering system for use in LIDAR would ideally have a large beam size, a 

wide field of view, and a high scan rate while minimizing the number of moving parts.  To 

simultaneously satisfy these requirements, we propose and demonstrate a new beam steering 

method by the commercially available Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) with a short pulsed 

laser.  We also demonstrate its application to LIDAR with a large field of view, high scan rate 

and potentially a large beam size.   

In chapter 2, the key idea of freezing the micromirror movement by a nanosecond laser 

pulse to form a programmable blazed grating is discussed, followed by a diffraction analysis of 

this programmable grating.  The beam steering theory is experimentally demonstrated for three 

kinds of sub microsecond pulsed light sources: a collimated laser beam, a focused laser beam, 

and a quasi-collimated beam from a light emitting diode. In chapter 3, implementation of the 

beam steering method in a single chip DMD LIDAR system is discussed with experimental 

results of distance measurement accuracy and live image capturing. Finally, we will address 

possible optical design solutions to overcome the limited number of scanning points available to 

meet modern requirements for LIDAR systems.   
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CHAPTER 2: Discrete and Continuous Beam 

Steering by DMD 

 

2.1 DMD Theory of Operation 

In Fig. 1, the DMD is schematically depicted.  This beam steering setup utilizes a 

608x684 (horizontal by vertical) DMD chip (DLP3000, Texas Instruments).  The micromirrors 

are positioned in a diamond configuration with a corner to corner period of 10.8μm as shown in 

Fig. 1 (a).  On this DMD an array of micromirrors flip between an “on” and “off” state by 

rotating +/- 12° about an axis defined by the diagonal of the mirror. Thus, a DMD is designed for 

binary spatial light modulation and is not intended to be used for angular beam steering, unless 

additional optics to convert the spatial modulation to angular modulation are incorporated at the 

expense of light throughput [13].  

 

Fig. 1. Representation of the (a) DMD diamond pixel layout (Top View); 

(b) a mirror in the “on” position at +12°; (c) a mirror in the “parked” 

position at 0° when the DMD is powered down; (d) a mirror in the “off” 

position at -12° (Side View).   

 

The DMD mirrors move continuously between the “on” or “off” states with a typical 

transition time on the order of micro seconds [14].  This unused transitional state of the DMD is 

utilized by a short pulsed laser whose pulse duration is much shorter than the transition time of 

the mirrors. With the short pulsed laser, the micromirror movement is “frozen” at an angle 

between the stationary “on” and “off” states. Thus, it is feasible to form a programmable blazed 
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diffraction grating to discretely steer a laser beam with a collimated beam.  It is also feasible to 

create a continuously scanned and diverging beam if the laser beam is focused on a single DMD 

mirror to remove the diffraction grating effects. 

 

2.2 Numerical Analysis of Beam Steering of a Plane Wave 

The principle of the beam steering for plane wave illumination is first numerically 

modeled. Each mirror was modeled as a series of point sources with an associated phase and 

optical path length (OPL) induced by the tilt of mirror while taking into account the angle of 

incidence of the incoming beam.  Fig. 2 shows the OPL of a 5 x 5 mirror area with the 

micromirrors tilted at -12 degrees and a plane wave incident angle of +3 degrees.  The field 

contributions from each point source are added together by the Huygen-Fresnel integral to 

calculate the electric field on the observation screen located 250 mm away from the DMD [15].   

 

Fig. 2. Modeled OPL profile of a 5x5 mirror pattern.  In this instance, the 

incidence angle is 3º and the micromirrors are fixed at -12º. 

 

The results from a model containing a 70x3 (horizontal by vertical) mirror array is 

depicted in Fig. 3.  Since only the horizontal locations of the diffraction orders are of interest in 

this model, a large number of mirrors was modeled in the horizontal direction to better simulate 

the actual DMD.  To keep the amount of required processing low, a minimal number of mirrors 

were modeled in the vertical direction.  The top five rows in Fig. 3 show “snap shots” of the 
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diffraction intensity patterns normalized to the 0th order of diffraction.  The very bottom row of 

Fig. 3 shows a “long exposure” shot.  The diffraction orders from left to right model micromirror 

rotation angles of -10.3, -5.8, 0, +4.9, and +12 degrees, respectively. The incident plane wave is 

diffracted into one of the specific diffraction orders with relative diffraction efficiencies close to 

100% since the frozen state of the tilted DMD mirrors is equivalent to a blazed grating where the 

slope of the mirror is set to the blaze angle.  The diffraction pattern is further evaluated by 

modeling the reflectivity of the DMD’s cover glass, 4% with an optimized antireflective coating 

and 23% without, as described in detail in section 4.3.   

 

Fig. 3. Results of MATLAB simulation of scanning with a 30º angle of 

incidence plane wave with wavelength of 905nm.  Snapshots of a scan as 

well as a long exposure of the entire scan are shown. (a) cover glass 

reflectivity modeled as 4%. (b) cover glass reflectivity modeled as 23%. 

 

2.3 Demonstration of Beam Steering of a Plane Wave 

Experimental setup for the beam steering of a plane wave is illustrated in Fig. 4. The 

source is an 8ns, 905nm laser diode (LS9-220-8-S10-00, Laser Components, Germany).  The 

laser pulse is collimated by a 20x and NA 0.4 microscope objective lens (80.3071, Rolyn Optics) 

and directed toward the DMD surface at an incident angle of 30 degrees. The implementation of 

an optional focusing lens to focus light onto a single DMD pixel is discussed further in section 

2.5.   
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Fig. 4. Experimental component setup for beam steering 

 

The DMD driver contains an external trigger port that was used to switch the mirror array 

between the “on” and “off” state by displaying an all-white or all-black bitmap image.  Both the 

DMD driver and the pulsed laser source were controlled by a microcontroller (Arduino Uno, 

Arduino) by sending delayed trigger signals to synchronize the laser pulse with the movement of 

the micromirrors. 

We experimentally determined that the micromirrors start transitioning about 218μs after 

the external trigger pulse is sent to the DMD driver and take about 2μs to complete transitioning.  

The complete timing diagram is depicted in Fig. 5. To increase timing precision, we added a 

serially programmable timing element (DS1023, Dallas Semiconductor) between the Arduino 

and laser source which adds an additional delay with 0.25ns timing precision.  This allows the 

Arduino micro controller to produce virtually any time delay between triggering the DMD and 

laser with 0.25ns precision. 
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Fig. 5. Timing diagram of beam steering method using Arduino 

microcontroller.  

 

Fig. 6 shows a captured image of the progression of a horizontal scan, showing the five 

discrete diffraction orders.  This image was captured with a CMOS camera (DCC1545M-GL, 

Thorlabs) and an infrared lens (12VM1040ASIR, Tamron) by imaging the viewing screen placed 

250 mm away from DMD as illustrated in Fig. 4.   

 

Fig. 6. Progression of a scan across the five discrete diffraction orders 

using a collimated 8ns 905nm laser source. The upper five images are 

“snapshots” of the system as it scans from the -2 to +2 diffraction orders, 

and the bottom image is a “long exposure” of the entire scan (see 

Visualization 1:  

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek). 

 

2.4 Demonstration of Beam Steering with Light Emitting Diode Illumination 

Since diffraction dominates the performance of DMD beam steering, quasi 

monochromatic and incoherent light sources are also usable.  The laser source in Fig. 4 was 

replaced with a green LED (L-7113GT, Kingbright) and modulated and synchronized to the 

movement of the DMD mirrors.  Fig. 7 shows a long exposure picture while the beam is scanned 

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek
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over the five diffraction orders.  The LED used was not collimated to the degree of the laser used 

in plane wave illumination, causing larger spot sizes.  As seen in Fig. 7, the scanning pattern 

contains a horizontal row of spots as well as spots above and below.  These occur because of the 

micromirror pattern is a 2-dimensional pattern, creating a tilted grid-like diffraction pattern.  

While this grid-like pattern occurs for the 905nm laser scanning as well, it is much less 

noticeable because of the larger spacing between diffraction orders and smaller spot sizes.   

It is important to note that DMD beam steering of LEDs is not feasible for applications 

that require a high optical power.  LEDs generally have a lower maximum power output than 

pulsed lasers, meaning that the energy per pulse is generally much lower for LEDs.  

Additionally, LEDs cannot be switched on and off as fast as pulsed lasers, and a short pulse time 

is crucial for DMD beam steering.  To capture the images shown in Fig. 7, a very long 

integration time was needed when compared to pulsed laser scanning.  However, even with the 

reduced optical power of the LED, beam steering by LED is still shown to be feasible.   

 

 

Fig. 7. Progression of discrete beam steering using a quasi-collimated 

LED.  The upper four images are “snapshots” of the scan progression and 

the lower image is a “long exposure” of the scan (see Visualization 2: 

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek).  

 

2.5 Demonstration of Beam Steering with Focused Laser Illumination 

With a collimated laser or quasi collimated LED illumination, continuous scanning is not 

possible due to the diffraction effects of the relatively small DMD pixels.  As an opposite case, 

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek
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we illuminated a single DMD pixel with a nano-second 532 nm laser (Vector 532-1000-20, 

Coherent).  The laser was focused by a microscope objective (20x, Swift Optical Instruments) 

and controlled with the same synchronizing electronics.  In this way, the diffraction effects no 

longer dominated the scan pattern.  A CMOS camera (DCC1545M-GL, Thorlabs) and lens 

(12VM1040ASIR, Tamron) imaged the viewing screen, shown in Fig. 8.   

 

Fig. 8. Progression of a scan using a laser beam focused onto a single 

DMD pixel.  The upper five tiles are “snapshots” of the steered beam at 

five locations across the scan.  The lower tile shows a “long exposure” of 

the entire scan (see Visualization 3:  

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek). 

CHAPTER 3: Integration into LIDAR 

System 

 

3.1 Motivation for LIDAR system 

This method of beam steering requires pulsed beams, thus it is well suited for LIDAR 

systems based on a Time of Flight (TOF) measurement. To demonstrate this application of DMD 

beam steering, we integrated DMD based beam steering into a 1D line scanning LIDAR system.  

This LIDAR system makes TOF measurements along each of five diffraction orders within the 

DMD’s field of view of 48 degrees. 

 

3.2 Physical LIDAR setup 

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek
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To make TOF measurements, an avalanche photodiode (APD) (C12702, Hamamatsu) 

and a fold mirror were added to the optical setup as illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 9 (a).  A 

3D printed mount to reduce cross talk between transmitting and receiving optical passes was also 

added as illustrated in Fig. 9 (b).  As illustrated in Fig. 9 (a), the laser pulse travels from the 

collimating objective through an adjustable aperture and is directed by a fold mirror onto the 

DMD at a 30º incident angle.  The reflected light retraces this path through the DMD to the 

APD.  The entire physical optical setup of the LIDAR system is shown in the photograph in Fig. 

10.   

 

Fig. 9. Illustrations of (a) the optical setup used in 1D linescan LIDAR 

system and (b) the optical isolation scheme.  
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Fig. 10. Photograph of complete optical LIDAR setup. 

 

The 3D printed mount held the APD, fold mirror, and DMD in such a way that allowed 

the outgoing pulses to be spatially isolated from the APD, but still allows incoming pulses to be 

detected.  As can be seen in Fig. 11, the mount is made up of two plastic pieces that sandwich a 

piece of thin metal foil separating the DMD surface into an upper and a lower half.  The 

outgoing pulse is only incident on the lower half of the DMD while the APD only detects the 

part of the return pulse that is incident on the upper half of the DMD.  Both the upper and lower 

half of the DMD are set to steer in the same direction so that the incoming pulse is steered 

directly back into the system.   
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Fig. 11. Drawing of 3D printed mount (designed in SolidWorks) 

 

Fig. 12 shows a block diagram of the electronic circuit for the TOF measurements. A 

time to digital converter (TDC7200, Texas Instruments) was used to measure the TOF of each 

pulse.  The rising edge of the Arduino’s trigger pulse to the laser module was the “start” signal 

and the rising edge of the APD’s electrical response was the “stop” signal.   
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Fig. 12. Block diagram of electrical components used in TOF circuitry. 

 

After a TOF measurement is made, the data is retrieved through a serial interface and 

transferred to a host computer. The data is sent through the Arduino’s built in serial monitor for 

real time data collection.  Alternatively, for off-line and faster data collection, the data is sent to a 

static random access memory (SRAM) chip (23LC1024, Microchip) via serial peripheral 

interface (SPI).  The SPI interface was used because much higher data transfer rates could be 

achieved compared to the Arduino’s serial monitor.  The Arduino serial monitor allowed data 

points to be read at a 433Hz rate whereas saving data points to the SRAM via the SPI interface 

allowed data points to be saved at a speed of 3.34kHz.   
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CHAPTER 4: Experimental Results 

 

4.1 Motivation 

Several different tests were performed that were designed to test the abilities of the 

LIDAR system.  The measurement range over the five diffraction orders as well as the accuracy 

were of great interest.  To complete these tests, paper targets were constructed of varying sizes 

and reflectivities.  Brown paper was used for the low reflectivity targets and white paper was 

used for the high reflectivity targets.  These targets were made in three sizes: small, medium, and 

large.  The small targets were 25mm x 25mm, medium targets were 50mm x 50mm, and large 

targets were 100mm x 100mm.  These targets were then placed at varying distances within the 

field of view of the LIDAR system.  The real distance at which the targets were placed was 

compared to the reported distances from the LIDAR system.  Multiple configurations involving 

these targets are discussed below.   

 

4.2 Diffraction Efficiency Test 

The diffraction efficiencies and the angles of diffraction for all five horizontal diffraction 

orders are tabulated in Table 1.  The angles of diffraction were measured with respect to the 0th 

order in the horizontal plane.  Positive angles were measured in a counterclockwise direction. 

Table 1 contains both the measured and predicted diffraction angles.   

The transmitted power was measured by aiming the diffracted beams onto the sensor of a 

CMOS camera (DCC1545M-GL, Thorlabs).  The mean counts of each captured image were 

proportional to the incident power.  Table 1 provides the diffraction efficiencies normalized to 

the 0th order diffraction power for each diffraction order as well as the absolute diffraction 
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efficiency.  The absolute diffraction efficiency was measured with respect to the light incident on 

the DMD surface.  Factors such as DMD mirror reflectivity and micromirror fill factor reduce 

the absolute efficiency.    

Table 1. Diffraction Angle Test Results 

Diffraction Order 
 Diffraction Angles  Normalized Power  Absolute 

Efficiency  Model Measured  25cm Range 50cmRange  

-2  20.5° 20.5°  0.67 0.64  41% 

-1  10.6° 11.0°  0.69 0.63  42% 

0  0° 0°  1.00 1.00  63% 

+1  -11.9° -11.5°  0.55 0.50  33% 

+2  -26.6° -27.5°  0.40 0.38  25% 

 

 

The data from this test supports the MATLAB model discussed in section 2.2.  As 

depicted in Fig. 13, the measured and predicted normalized diffraction efficiencies are plotted 

together for each of the five diffraction orders.   The fact that the 25cm measurements do not 

differ greatly from the 50cm measurements suggest that each of the scan angles is well 

collimated.   

 

Fig. 13. Plot comparing measured and predicted normalized diffraction 

efficiencies.   
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4.3 Maximum Measurable Distance Test 

The maximum measurable distance test was performed to quantify the system’s distance 

measurement accuracy.  To do this, we performed a linear conversion from the reported digital 

number to reported distance using a linear least squares best fit line.  Small (25mm by 25mm) 

and high reflectivity (white) paper targets were placed at different distances to calibrate each 

arm.  Varying numbers of measurements were averaged together to show the effects of averaging 

on the accuracy of the reported measurements.   

 

Fig. 14. Distance reporting capabilities of each of the five diffraction 

orders for N = 1 through N = 10 averages.  

 

As shown in Fig. 14, the -2 through +1 diffraction orders were able to provide accurate 

distance measurements from 10cm to 50cm.  For distances of 50cm onward, the reported 

distances tended to deviate from the real distances.  The +2 diffraction order was only able to 
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detect objects up to 40cmdue to its low diffraction efficiency, see Table 1.  Due to the large tilt 

angle of the micromirrors and the 30º beam incidence angle to the DMD, the projected collection 

area of the DMD is smallest for the +2 order, as can be seen in Fig. 9.   

 

Fig. 15. Standard deviation as a function of distance for the  (a) -2 order, 

(b) -1 order, (c) 0 order, (d) +1 order, and (e) +2 order.   

 

To quantify the repeatability of the measurements, N data collects were averaged together 

to produce one measurement and N was varied to 1, 2, 5, and 10.  The standard deviation (STD) 

of reported measurements as a function of distance is shown in Fig. 15 for each diffraction order.  

As shown, for all distances from 10 to 50cm, the reported STD is less than 1.5cm, and many of 

the reported STD values are less than 1 cm.  This confirms that accuracy less than 1 cm is 

feasible for this system.  The 10cm to 50cm distance measurements for N = 1 and N = 10 

averaging of each of the five diffraction orders are compared together in Fig. 16.  The shapes of 
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the curves in Fig. 16(a) are very similar to the curves in Fig. 16(b), suggesting that N = 1 

averaging provides sufficient accuracy.   

 

Fig. 16. Plots of the measured distances are shown for averages of (a) N = 

1 and (b) N = 10.   

 

The data summarizing the distance accuracy capabilities of the system from 10cm to 50 

cm is tabulated in Table 2.  This data includes the standard deviation of 50 cm measurements and 

the root-mean-square (RMS) errors for N=1, N=2, N=5, and N=10 averaging for object distances 

from 10 cm to 50 cm.  This data suggests that a linear conversion from reported distance to real 

distance is not ideal, but perhaps a higher degree polynomial or lookup-table based conversion 

would yield higher accuracies.   

Table 2. Measurement Repeatability 

Diffraction 

Order 
STD RMS (N = 1) RMS (N = 2) RMS (N = 5) RMS (N = 10) 

-2 0.86 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 

-1 1.25 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 

0 0.37 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 

+1 1.01 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 

+2 1.22 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 

Both the STD and RMS values are in units of centimeters.  The reported 

STD shows the degree of noise present in each diffraction order when 

detecting an object at 50cm.  The RMS errors quantifies the measurement 

error for different amounts of averaging.  
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4.4 Extended 0th Order Range 

The 0th order is a special case in that the Fresnel reflection from the cover window 

provides more optical power than the other diffraction orders, see Table 1.  Thus, the distance 

measurement errors are generally lower for the 0th order, as shown in Table 2.  The DLP3000 

DMD contains a Corning Eagle XG glass protective window with an antireflective coating 

optimized for visible light [16].  When using infrared light, this coating creates a strong specular 

Fresnel reflection that overlaps with the 0th order of diffraction.  We experimentally measured 

this Fresnel reflection to be about 20% with a 30° incident angle.  This extra power gave the 

LIDAR system a much longer range and a lower RMS error in the 0th order.  The range of the 0th 

order was extended to 120cm as shown in Fig. 17.   

 

Fig. 17. Performance of the LIDAR system when making measurements 

in the 0th order.  The range of this order is larger than the other orders 

because of the higher optical power in this order.  

 

4.5 Object Motion Capture Test 

The object motion capture test was performed to illustrate the capabilities of the LIDAR 

system in measuring the distance of moving objects in real time.  The LIDAR system captured 

live footage of a pendulum swinging within its field of view.  The pendulum consisted of a white 

paper cube with a side length of 25mm.  This cube was suspended from a thin wire about six feet 

long.  The live video was captured with a digital camera (PowerShot D30, Canon).  The LIDAR 
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output and the live video were then combined using MATLAB.  A representation of the videos 

consisting of a series of snapshots is shown in Fig. 18 to illustrate the performance of the LIDAR 

system in real time.  The system was successfully able to capture the pendulum swinging in 

elliptical paths as well as linear paths.  Five linear paths along the direction of each of the five 

diffraction orders are represented in Fig. 18.   

 

Fig. 18. Representation of a captured movie of the LIDAR system 

capturing swinging pendulums placed in each of the five scanning 

diffraction orders.  (a) through (e) correspond to -2 through +2 diffraction 

orders respectively (see Visualizations 4-8:  

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek).  

 

Note that in Fig. 18c artifacts appear in the -2, -1, +1, and +2 diffraction orders when the 

object swings through the 0th order.  It was experimentally determined that these artifacts appear 

when the pendulum is closer than about 40 cm to the LIDAR system, as shown in Fig. 20.  This 

implies the presence of crosstalk between the 0th order and all other orders which is explained 

further in section 5.  

 

4.6 Random Object Distance Measurement Test 

The random object distance measurement test quantified the ability of the LIDAR system 

to measure objects with varying reflectivities, sizes, and distances.  High and low reflectivity 

targets (white paper and brown cardboard respectively) were used as targets.  Small (25mm x 

25mm), medium (50mm x 50mm), and large (100mm x 100mm) sized targets were randomly 

https://arizona.box.com/s/wagfce3he1dd8105fbqpoanckdjhqcek
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placed in the system’s field of view.  One such measurement is shown in Fig. 19.  From left to 

right the targets used were medium size high reflectivity, medium size low reflectivity, small size 

high reflectivity, small size low reflectivity, and large size low reflectivity.   

 

 

Fig. 19. Illustration of a sample random object distance measurement 

consisting of (a) the object arrangement and (b) the reported results.  

 

4.7 Quantifying Cross-talk between Diffraction Orders  

A specialized Random Object Distance Test was performed to specifically investigate the 

degree of cross talk between the 0th order and the four other orders.  In this setup, five stationary 

test targets were placed in the -2, -1, +1, and +2 diffraction orders at 44cm, 39cm, 26cm, and 

14cm respectively.  The object in the 0th diffraction order was then moved from 60cm to 10cm.  

The resulting reported distances as a function of the position of the 0th order object are shown in 

Fig. 20.  As shown, the reported distances of the objects in the -2, -1, +1, and +2 orders are 

unaffected when the 0th order object is at 40cm or greater.  However, when the 0th order object is 

closer than 40cm, the other four orders are affected.  As the 0th order object is moved closer to 

the DMD, the reported distances for the other objects appear to get closer to the DMD.  This 

reason this phenomenon occurs is discussed more in Chapter 5.   
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Fig. 20. Specialized Random Object Distance Test showing the degree of 

cross talk between diffraction orders in the system.   
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Chapter 5: Discussions 

5.1 Origins of cross-talk in system 

This experimental demonstration confirms that measurement accuracy is currently less 

than 1.5cm over a half meter range for all of the 5 diffraction orders for N = 1. In Fig. 17, one 

can notice that the 0th order can reach far objects at 1.2m but cross talk exists from adjacent 

diffraction orders when the object is located closer to the DMD chip. The origin of this artifact 

can be explained as follows. When the micromirrors steer the beam to, for example the +1 order 

diffraction angle, there is also a specular reflection from the cover glass towards the 0th order 

diffraction angle.  As the object approaches the DMD, both the +1 and 0th order beams illuminate 

the object. As a result, the system recognizes the object in the 0th order as an object in the 1st 

order.  Each frame of the video represented in Fig. 18 is the sum of all objects detected in one 

left to right five point scan.  Thus, multiple object points are plotted for one single object located 

close to the DMD in the 0th order.  The mechanism causing the artifact is confirmed by the fact 

that the DMD cover glass has a high specular reflectivity.  The reflectivity of the Corning Eagle 

XG DMD cover glass was measured to be about 20% for 905nm light at a 30° angle of 

incidence, this reflectivity agrees with literature [16].  We expect that the artifacts can be 

eliminated by an appropriate antireflection coating since the artifact only occurs for near objects 

in the 0th diffraction order [16].   

 

5.2 System Proposal to Increase Number of Scanning Spots 

Currently, the number of scanning angles is limited to 5 which is equal to the number of 

diffraction orders available when using 905nm light. The number of scanning angles can be 

further increased by employing a larger DMD micromirror pitch, and/or a shorter wavelength as 
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well as cascading multiple DMDs. As a matter of fact, the Texas Instruments model DLP9500 

DMD has a 15.3µm corner to corner pixel pitch which produces seven horizontal diffraction 

orders using 905 nm light at a 30° incident angle. In addition, the number of scanning angles can 

be further increased by using multiple arrayed light sources as shown in the following analysis.   

Here, we present one possible solution for increasing the total number of scanning angles 

by using a stacked laser diode array.  We first assume the case of illuminating the DMD surface 

with normal incidence.  The angle between the 0th and +1 diffraction order is defined as θ+1 in 

Eq. (1) where, p, is the corner to corner DMD pixel pitch, as described in Fig. 1, and λ is 

wavelength.  Note that a factor of 2 is included in the expression which is necessary if the DMD 

has diamond-shaped pixels, such as the DLP3000 and DLP9500.   

 
1

2
arcsin

p




 
  

   (1) 

Thus, we wish to divide this angular space with NLD laser beams to increase the total 

scanning resolution of the system by a factor of NLD.  These multiple laser beams are assumed to 

originate from a stack of NLD laser diodes placed at the back focal plane of a collimating lens and 

these beams are directed at the DMD, as depicted in Fig. 21. 

 

Fig. 21. Layout of proposed system designed to increase number of scan 

spots.  Five laser diodes are split into five diffraction orders to create 25 

beams total. 
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The maximum spatial extent of the laser diode stack is 2

LDN d


.  The output laser beams 

thus have a maximum angular divergence of 

1

2


.  These two quantities are related by Eq. (2), 

where d is the laser diode pitch.   
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   (2) 

The DMD is assumed to have an area of Arec, thus the maximum linear dimension of the 

DMD is proportional to recA
.  It is assumed that the collimating lens has a numerical aperture 

of NAcol and that the DMD area is completely illuminated.  The focal length of the collimation 

lens, fcol, can thus be described by Eq. (3).   
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Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) allows us to create an equation describing the maximum 

possible number of laser diodes as a function of NAcol, Arec, and θ+1, as shown in Eq. (4).  
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Arec is related to the maximum measurable range, R, and is given by Eq. (5) [17]. ET and 

ES are the transmitted and received powers respectively, Ailm is the area of the illumination spot, 

σ is the cross sectional area of the object being detected, and α is the reflectivity of the object.  

The transmission of the atmosphere and the system are given as ηatm and ηsys, respectively. 

 
 2recT

atm sys
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AE
R
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 (5) 

We replaced the energy received by the APD, given as ES in literature [17], with the 

photosensitivity of the detector, S, by using 

1
SE

S


, thus arriving at Eq. (6). 
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The maximum point scan rate of a DMD-based LIDAR system is equal to the pattern 

refresh rate of the specific DMD used.  The line scan rate will be defined as the pattern refresh 

rate divided by the total number of points within the scan field of view, which is equal to the 

number of laser diodes, NLD, times the number of diffraction orders supported by the DMD at the 

current wavelength used, NOrder, as shown in Eq. (7).   

 LD Order

Pattern Refresh Rate
Line Scan Rate

N N


 (7) 

We will now use Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) to calculate the approximate range and resolution for 

LIDAR systems using the DLP3000 and DLP9500 (Texas Instruments) under optimal 

conditions: σ = Ailm, ηatm and ηsys = 1, and α = 1.  Eq. (7) will be used to calculate the maximum 

line scan rate given that the maximum pattern refresh rate of the DLP3000 and DLP9500 is 4kHz 

and 23kHz respectively. Common laser diode stack pitches range from 0.35mm to 2mm, but 

stack pitches as low as 0.15mm have also been reported [18].  NA values for collimating lenses 

of 0.5 have commonly been reported for Petzval lens types [19].  The active area of the 

DLP3000 and DLP9500 are 0.24cm2 and 2.40cm2 respectively. Currently, the sensitivity of the 

APD used in the demonstration is 23 kV/W. APD sensitivities of up to 1 MV/W have been 

reported for commercial APD’s [20].  Also, the peak optical power of the current laser diode 

used is 73 W, but state of the art commercial infrared semiconductor laser diodes have peak 

optical powers up to 100W [21]. By scaling the variables in Eq. (6), a rough estimate of the 

performance of a single-chip DMD LIDAR system under optimal conditions and using state of 

the art components was calculated. Table 3 summarizes the estimated performance of LIDAR 

systems using such parameters for 905nm and 1550nm light.  
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Table 3. Performance Summary for Two DMD Types 

Configuration  

Range (m) NLD NOrder 

Total 

Number of 

Scan Angles 

FOV 

(°) 

Resolution 

(°) 

Scan rate 

(lines/sec) 
 DMD 

Model 
Wavelength  

DLP3000 905nm  55 5 5 25 49 1.9 160  

DLP3000 1550nm  55 8 3 24 50 2.1 167  

DLP9500 905nm  175 11 7 77 48 0.62 299  

DLP9500 1550nm  175 18 5 90 60 0.65 256  

 

To show the feasibility of such systems described in Table 3, a ray trace model was 

constructed in ZEMAX using the DLP3000 and a stack of five 905nm laser diodes to create 25 

scan angles as illustrated in Fig. 22Fig. 22.  An array of laser diodes (NLD =5) with laser diode 

pitch  d = 0.15 mm  is collimated by a NAcol = 0.5 collimating lens (fcol = 4.24 mm) and 

redirected to the DMD by a fold mirror.  The returning beam from the object is redirected to the 

NArec = 0.14 receiving lens (frec = 17.0 mm) by the DMD and imaged onto the APD (detection 

diameter = 3mm).  The relationship between the collimating lens focal length and receiving lens 

focal length can be geometrically calculated assuming the entire area of the APD is filled as 

described in Eq. (8).  The diameter of the APD photosensitive area is dAPD and the focal length of 

the receiving lens is frec.    

 

LD APD

col rec

N d d

f f


 (8) 

 

Fig. 22. Model of DMD beam steering using five laser sources to increase 

number of scan spots to 25.  (a) shows the 25 scan directions, (b) shows 

the 5 laser diodes, collimating lens, DMD, and collection optics.   
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Commonly, laser diodes emit light in a non-circular manner.  For example, we examined 

a 905nm stacked laser diode bar module from Hamamatsu Photonics (L13713-25P940, 

Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan).  Each laser diode in the stack has a 1/e2 beam spread angle of 58° 

(NA=0.5) in the vertical direction and 15° (NA=0.13) in the horizontal direction [23].  Ideally, 

these beams would be collimated into circular Gaussian beams.  An elliptical beam is 

undesirable for LIDAR because an elliptical beam will diverge faster along the narrow axis than 

the wide axis.  This beam spreading could then reduce the angular resolution of the system.  

Thus, the collimating optics described in Fig. 22 would ideally shape the beam differently in the 

x and y axes.  For example, the collimating optics could include an anamorphic prism pair, 

cylindrical lenses, or anamorphic lenses.  Presented in Fig. 23 is one proposed design for a set of 

collimating optics that shape a 58° x 15° diverging beam into 5 mm diameter circular beam.  The 

source is assumed to be five identical laser diodes spaced by 0.6 mm in a stack. After passing 

through three anamorphic lenses, each beam becomes circular and well collimated.  The five 

collimated beams extend over a total angular extent of 10°, with 2° separation.  As summarized 

in Table 3, this would increase the resolution of a DMD LIDAR system using 905nm light 

incident on a DLP3000 from 5 points to 25 points.  The lens element prescriptions as well as the 

system performance is detailed in Appendix A.   
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Fig. 23. Layout of an anamorphic collimation system created in ZEMAX.  

(a) is the cross section of the slow axis, (b) is the cross section of the fast 

axis. 

In terms of scanning speed, currently a scan rate of 3.34k points/sec is demonstrated in 

our LIDAR system using the DLP3000.  This corresponds to a line scan rate of 668 lines/sec 

with 5 scanning points and a single laser diode.  Our analysis shows that a line scan rate of 256 

lines/sec with 90 scanning points is feasible when a faster DMD is used, such as the DLP9500 

which features a 23kHz point scan rate, which is equal to pattern refresh rate of the DMD.   

 

5.3 Discussion of Dynamic Thresholding 

When making distance measurements, our system currently uses a constant voltage 

threshold value in the TOF circuitry and contains no pulse shaping circuitry.  This provides a 

disadvantage in that the reported TOF is affected by the shape of the return pulse.  Factors such 

as surface reflectivity and measurement distance have an effect on the amplitude of reflected 

pulses. To further increase measurement accuracy, implementation of additional circuitry and 

signal processing could increase the accuracy of this LIDAR system.  An analog DC detector 
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offset to place the voltage threshold level in the center of the noise distribution has been reported 

to increase accuracy in LIDAR systems [22].  In addition, analog filtering that shapes the return 

pulse has also been reported to increase accuracy [22].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions 

 

For the first time, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, we experimentally demonstrated 

a single chip LIDAR with an efficient DMD-based discrete beam steering capable of live 

imaging at 3.34k points/sec and a 48° full field of view. Based on the results of the 

demonstration, we performed a mathematical modeling of such a single chip LIDAR system 

given reasonable physical and optical design constraints. It predicts that range finding over 175 

m with scanning rates of (256 lines/s) x 90 (points/line) = 23k points/sec and a field of view over 

60° with 0.65° resolution is attainable.  Such a system would still have the benefits of single chip 

DMD-based LIDAR, such as reliable Micro-Electro Mechanical System based scanning, flexible 

selection of wavelengths, and a large beam diameter. 
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APPENDIX A: Anamorphic Collimator 

Design 

3D System View 

 
 

Fast and Slow Axes 2D views 
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Ray Fan Plot 

 
 

Lens Prescriptions in mm: 

Surface X-radius Y-radius Thickness Material Semi-Diameter 

Object - - 0.24   

1 -3.92 11.46 1.25 N-BK7 1.34 

2 -0.81 -9.98 10.18  1.40 

3 5.14 -395.26 4.63 N-BK7 3.00 

4 -7.81 -15.00 2.74  3.00 

5 -1.69 22.34 2.30 N-BK7 3.30 

6 -3.62 -52.77 40.00  3.30 
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APPENDIX B: Arduino Code Written 
// Braden Smith 8/30/2016 

// Pulse is first sent through DS1023 

// Pulse is sent to DMD, DMD is preset to flip between black and white 

images.  

// Two switches are present to flip mirrors to correct location 

// Timing sequence added to subroutine so multiple spots can be 

measured 

// 

// Rev C: 

// Code contains 0 to 32 NOP's to be used for better delay 

// Code only works for 45 degree incident angle 

// 

// Rev D: 

// Timing was changed to work with a 35 degree incidence angle. 

// Averaging For loop disabled 

// 

// Ref E: 

// Changed timing so that laser now pulses on odd and even flips. 

// Averaging For loop removed to allow for even and odd scanning. 

// Averaging calculations removed. 

// Serial Printing removed for speed. 

// 

// Ref F: 

// Added capability to save to SRAM chip 

// Serial interface is present, but not used duing data collection. 

 

// Notes: 

  // May need to disable interrupts to acheive a cleaner scanning 

  // Starting mirror position assumed black 

 

#include <arduino2.h> // include the fast I/O 2 functions 

#include <SPI.h>  // Serial Peripheral Interface 

// The following pins are pre-defined 

// * Pin 11 = D_In 

// * Pin 12 = D_Out 

// * Pin 13 = SCLK 

 

long TDC_mask = 0x7FFFFF;     // mask to remove unwanted bits from 

read 

long TOF = 0;                 // Output from TDC 

long byte1 = 0;               // 3 bytes for output from TDC 

long byte2 = 0; 

long byte3 = 0; 

 

const GPIO_pin_t CS_DL = DP10;    // Chip select pin for Delay Line 

(active high) 

const GPIO_pin_t Enable = DP4;    // Chip enable pin for TDC (Active 

high) 
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const GPIO_pin_t CS_TDC = DP5;    // Chip select for TDC (active low) 

const GPIO_pin_t CS_RAM = DP3;    // Chip select for SRAM (active low) 

const GPIO_pin_t LaserOut = DP9;  // Pin output for laser diode 

const GPIO_pin_t DMDPin = DP8;    // Pin used to flip the DMD 

int mirror_flip_pin = 7;          // Switch used to flip mirrors 

int continue_pin = 6;             // Switch used to continue after 

mirror flip 

 

int Init_mirror = false; 

int Init_continue = false; 

int mirror_state = false; 

unsigned long address=0ul;        // Address variable for SRAM 

unsigned int combinedData=0;      // Variable to store data read from 

SRAM 

int Index = 0;                    // Index to save 6000 data points 

int Delay1023 = 0;        // 0 to 255 

int DelayNOP = 0;         // 0 to 32 

int DelayUS = 0;          // Around 220us 

 

// Subroutine Definitions 

void MirrorInit(); 

void InitializePins(); 

void InitializeTDC(); 

void InitializeSRAM(); 

void ReadSRAMdata(); 

 

#define NOP __asm__ __volatile__ ("nop\n\t") 

 

void setup() { 

  Serial.begin(115200);   // Start arduino serial interface 

   

  SPI.begin();  // Start serial SPI interface 

  SPI.beginTransaction(SPISettings(100000, MSBFIRST, SPI_MODE0));    

//     data transfer rate 

//     MSB sent first 

//     SPI Mode1: Data output on clock rising edge 

 

  // Set DS1023 delay chip to 0 delay 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_DL,HIGH); 

  SPI.transfer(B00000000); 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_DL,LOW); 

 

  InitializePins(); 

  MirrorInit(); 

  InitializeTDC(); 

  InitializeSRAM(); 

 

  noInterrupts(); 

}// End setup---------------------------------------------------------

----- 

 

// DMD must be set to white/black image to start off with 
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// Delay on DS1023 must be set the correct amount to give 8ns pulse to 

LD 

void loop() { 

Serial.println("Collecting Data..."); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

Serial.println("                  "); 

while(Index<6000){ 

Index = Index + 1; 

// Scan series must start with an "L" type scan point.  

// DMD must be set to start with the -2 diff order 

// Subsequent scan spots must alternate "L", "R", "L", etc. 

 

  // Spot +2 L 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 30;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

  // Spot +1 R 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 6;         //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

  // Spot 0 L 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 13;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

  // Spot -1 R 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 19;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

   

  // Spot -2 L 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 14;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 217; 

  Get_Distance(); 

   

  // Spot +2 R 

  Delay1023 = 0;        //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 12;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 217; 

  Get_Distance(); 
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  // Spot +1 L 

  Delay1023 = 0;        //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 22;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

  // Spot 0 R 

  Delay1023 = 0;        //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 13;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

  // Spot -1 L 

  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 6;         //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

    // Spot -2 R 

  Delay1023 = 100;      //0 to 255 

  DelayNOP = 26;        //0 to 32 

  DelayUS = 218; 

  Get_Distance(); 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

//  // Spot +2 L 

//  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 30;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

// 

//  // Spot +1 L 

//  Delay1023 = 0;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 22;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

// 

//  // Spot 0 L 

//  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 13;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

// 

//  // Spot -1 L 

//  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 6;         //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

//   

//  // Spot -2 L 

//  Delay1023 = 128;        //0 to 255 
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//  DelayNOP = 14;           //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 217; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

// 

//    // Spot -2 R 

//  Delay1023 = 100;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 26;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

// 

//  // Spot -1 R 

//  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 19;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

 

//  // Spot 0 R 

//  Delay1023 = 0;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 13;        //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

 

//  // Spot +1 R 

//  Delay1023 = 128;      //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 6;         //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 218; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

   

//  // Spot +2 R 

//  Delay1023 = 0;        //0 to 255 

//  DelayNOP = 12;           //0 to 32 

//  DelayUS = 217; 

//  Get_Distance(); 

 

}// End While loop----------------------------------------------------

---- 

Serial.println("Reading Data..."); 

Serial.println("               "); 

Serial.println("               "); 

ReadSRAMdata(); 

}// End Main Loop-----------------------------------------------------

---- 

 

void InitializePins(){ 

  pinMode2f(LaserOut, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite2f(LaserOut, LOW); 

   

  pinMode2f(CS_DL, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_DL,LOW); 

 

  pinMode2f(CS_TDC, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 
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  pinMode(mirror_flip_pin,INPUT); 

  pinMode(continue_pin,INPUT); 

 

  pinMode2f(Enable, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite2f(Enable,LOW); 

 

  pinMode2f(CS_RAM, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, HIGH); 

}//End InitializePins-------------------------------------------------

--- 

 

void MirrorInit(){ 

  Serial.println("Waiting for mirror setting..."); 

  Serial.println("                             "); 

  Serial.println("                             "); 

  Init_continue = digitalRead(continue_pin); 

  Init_mirror = digitalRead(mirror_flip_pin); 

   

  while(digitalRead(continue_pin)==Init_continue) { 

    mirror_state = digitalRead(mirror_flip_pin); 

    if(mirror_state!=Init_mirror) { 

      // Flip the mirrors once 

      Init_mirror = mirror_state;      

      digitalWrite2f(DMDPin,HIGH); 

      delayMicroseconds(400); 

      digitalWrite2f(DMDPin,LOW); 

      delayMicroseconds(400); 

    } // End If statement 

    // Send pulse to laser 

    digitalWrite2f(LaserOut,HIGH); 

    NOP;   

    digitalWrite2f(LaserOut,LOW); 

    delay(1); 

     

    //Disable interrupts 

    noInterrupts(); 

     

  } // End while loop 

  Serial.println("Mirror Setting Complete"); 

  Serial.println("                       "); 

  Serial.println("                       "); 

} // End MirrorInit---------------------------------------------------

- 

 

void InitializeTDC(){ 

  delay(3);       // Delay for TDC chip to start-up 

  digitalWrite2f(Enable, HIGH); 

  delay(3); 

   

  // Initialize delay chip to constant delay 
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  SPI.beginTransaction(SPISettings(20000000, MSBFIRST, SPI_MODE0));  

//SPI_MODE0 for TDC   

   

  // Setup TDC7200 chip   

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);    // Config 2 

  SPI.transfer(0b01000001);   // Address + write 

  SPI.transfer(0b00000000);   //..calibration2_periods=2 

  //SPI.transfer(0b01000000);   // Calibration2_periods = 10 

                              // Perform 1 measurement cycle (No multi 

cycle averaging mode) 

                              // Singe Stop mode 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 

 

  // set stop mask to 1 clock cycle 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);    // Counter stop mask high 

  SPI.transfer(0b01001000);   // Address + write 

  SPI.transfer(0);            // Write 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 

   

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);    // Counter stop mask low 

  SPI.transfer(0b01001001);   // Address + write 

  SPI.transfer(0);            // Write 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 

 

  SPI.endTransaction(); 

} // End TDC Init---------------------------------------------------- 

 

void Get_Distance(){ 

    // Set delay on optional 2nd delay line to fine tune mirror 

position 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_DL,HIGH); 

    SPI.transfer(Delay1023); 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_DL,LOW); 

     

    // Calibration sequence for TDC7200 

    SPI.beginTransaction(SPISettings(20000000, MSBFIRST, SPI_MODE0)); 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);                    // Calibration 1 

    SPI.transfer(0x1B);                         // Address for 

calibration 1 register 

    byte3 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // upper 

    byte2 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // middle 

    byte1 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // lower 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH);   

     

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);                    // Calibration 2 

    SPI.transfer(0x1C);                         // Address for 

calibration 2 register 

    byte3 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // upper 

    byte2 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // middle 

    byte1 = SPI.transfer(0);                    // lower 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH);    
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    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);    // Config 1 - initiate measurement 

    //SPI.transfer(0b01000000);   // Address + write 

    //SPI.transfer(0b10000001);   // Write (perform calibration every 

interrupt - 0b10000000) 

    SPI.transfer16(0x4081); 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 

     

    // Trigg is output as a rising edge signal 

    // Stopped on rising edge of stop signal 

    // Started on rising edge of start signal 

    // Measurement mode 1 

     

    // Send high signal to DMD to flip 

    digitalWrite2f(DMDPin,HIGH); 

     

    // Wait a critical time (adding the optional delay line time) 

    delayMicroseconds(DelayUS);    //16 NOP's per 1 us delay 

   

    switch(DelayNOP){ //switch statement delays at increments of 

62.5ns 

    case(0): 

     

      break; 

    case(1): 

      NOP; 

      break; 

    case(2): 

      NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(3): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(4): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(5): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break;    

    case(6): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(7): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(8): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(9): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(10): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 
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      break; 

    case(11): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(12): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(13): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(14): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(15): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(16): 

      NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(17): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(18): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P; 

      break; 

    case(19): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(20): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(21): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(22): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(23): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 
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      break; 

    case(24): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(25): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(26): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(27): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(28): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(29): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(30): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(31): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    case(32): 

      

NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NO

P;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;NOP; 

      break; 

    } //END SWITCH-CASE STATEMENT 

     

    // Send signal to LD through delay line to hit mirror mid 

transition 

    // This also sends a start signal to the TDC7200 

    digitalWrite2f(LaserOut,HIGH); 
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    NOP;   

    digitalWrite2f(LaserOut,LOW); 

     

    // Stop signal should hit APD and stop TDC7200 if object present 

    // Read output from TDC7200 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, LOW);       // Read signal 

    SPI.transfer(0x10);                // TIME1 register address 

    byte3 = SPI.transfer(0x00);        // read 8 upper bits 

    byte2 = SPI.transfer(0x00);        // read 8 middle bits 

    byte1 = SPI.transfer(0x00);        // read 8 lower bits 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_TDC, HIGH); 

    TOF = (byte3 << 16) + (byte2 << 8) + byte1; 

    TOF = TOF & TDC_mask; 

 

    // Wait for mirrors to stop flipping 

    delayMicroseconds(25); 

     

    // Send pulse to DMD to reset mirrors 

    digitalWrite2f(DMDPin,LOW); 

 

    // Save output in SRAM 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, LOW); 

    SPI.transfer(0x02);     //Write Instruction 

    SPI.transfer((address<<8)>>24); // First 8 MSB of 24-bit address 

    SPI.transfer((address<<16)>>24); // Second 8 bits of 24-bit 

address              

    SPI.transfer((address<<24)>>24); //last 8 LSB of 24-bit address 

    SPI.transfer16(TOF); //trasnfers the data 

    digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, HIGH); 

    address=address + 2;   

    /*increment the address. If ARRAYSIZE=200, then we must increment 

by 2*200,  

     * because the SRAM stores 8bits at each address. We store an 

integer, which  

     * is two 8-bits. For Example: We store 1 integer in the SRAM. 

This is 16 bits.  

     * Each address of the SRAM stores 8-bits. Address[0] and 

Address[1] are then  

     * filled. We must increment to Address[2] to store the next 

integer;the next  

     * integer (16-bits) will be held in Address[2] (8 bits) and 

Address[3] (8 bits). 

     */ 

} // End Get_Distance------------------------------------------------- 

 

void InitializeSRAM(){ 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, LOW); 

  SPI.transfer(0x01);   //Set SRAM write mode instruction 

  SPI.transfer(0b01000000); //Set Write mode to sequential operation 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, HIGH); 

} // End InitializeSRAM----------------------------------------------- 
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void ReadSRAMdata(){ 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, LOW); 

  SPI.transfer(0x03); //Read instruction 

  SPI.transfer(0x00); 

  SPI.transfer(0x00); 

  SPI.transfer(0x00); 

  int Display = 0; 

  for(int i=0; i<6000; i++){ 

    combinedData=SPI.transfer16(0x0000);    //Get 16-bits from the 

SRAM. Store those 16bits in combinedData. 

    Display = Display + 1; 

    Serial.print(combinedData); 

    Serial.print("   "); 

    if(Display==5){ 

      Display = 0; 

      Serial.print("\n"); 

    } // End if loop 

  } // End for loop 

  digitalWrite2f(CS_RAM, HIGH); 

  Serial.println("DONE"); 

  while(1){}  // Stop program in endless loop 

} // End ReadSRAMdata------------------------------------------------- 
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB Simulation Code 

Written 

1: Scan_DMD: Simulates scanning DMD across all 5 diffraction orders. 

function Scan_DMD 

% Creates long exposure image of model of DMD scanning 

 

%% Define some variables 

 

% Define numerical model variables 

Model.DMD_ang = [-10.3, -5.8, 0, 4.9, 12.0];          % New angles 

rounded 

% Model.DMD_ang = -12:0.5:12; 

% Model.DMD_ang = [-10.8 -7.3, -3.7, 0, 4.1, 8.7, 12]; 

 

Model.Img_ang = 0:0.01:60;                   % Sample angles on 

diffraction pattern (degrees) 

% Model.Img_ang = 0:0.5:60; 

% Model.Img_ang = [-20.5200  -10.6000   -0.0100   11.8400   

26.5700]+30; % 70x3, 250000, 20spls 

% Width = 0.1; % degrees 

% Peaks = [-20.520 [Peaks(1)-Width/2: 0.01 :Peaks(1)+Width/2,... 

%                  Peaks(2)-Width/2: 0.01 :Peaks(2)+Width/2,... 

%                  Peaks(3)-Width/2: 0.01 :Peaks(3)+Width/2,... 

%                  Peaks(4)-Width/2: 0.01 :Peaks(4)+Width/2,... 

%                  Peaks(5)-Width/2: 0.01 :Peaks(5)+Width/2]; 

 

Model.Inc_ang = 30;                         % Incident angles 

(degrees) 

Model.wave = 0.905;                         % Wavelength in um 

Model.Img_dist = 250000;                    % Set distance for use in 

numeric integral (25cm) 

Model.Cover_glass_present = 1;              % Sets if cover glass is 

present in model 

Model.Cover_refl = 0.23;                    % Reflectance of DMD 

covrglass 

Model.Cos_fact=1;                           % Sets to use cosine 

correction factor 

 

% Define mirror pattern variables 

Mir.X = 70;              % Num mirrors in x direction 

Mir.Y = 3;              % Num mirrors in y direction 

Mir.width = 10.8;       % Horizontal pixel pitch in um 

% Mir.width = 15.3; 

Mir.spls = 20;          % Samples per mirror width (diagonal of 

mirror) must be even 

 

% Variable Delcarations 
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Long_exp = 0; 

 

% Define plotting variables 

Plot.DMD_pattern = 0;       % For plotting full DMD patten 

Plot.Profile = 0;           % For plotting center DMD profile 

Plot.Single_ang = 0;        % For plotting each iteration's 

diffraction pattern 

 

 

%% Run through scan 

wht1 = waitbar(0,'Processing'); 

N=numel(Model.DMD_ang); 

Temp_img = zeros(numel(Model.DMD_ang),numel(Model.Img_ang)); 

for a = 1:N 

    [Temp_img(a,:),DifEq,H] = 

Braden_DMD_Model(Model.DMD_ang(a),Model,Mir,Plot); 

    if Model.Cos_fact==1 

        Temp_img(a,:) = Temp_img(a,:).*cos(Model.Img_ang*pi/180); 

    end 

    % Temp: Intensity of diffracted light for one single DMD angle.  

    %       Not normalized 

    % Save current frame 

    

Save_Data(Temp_img(a,:),Model.Img_ang,Model.DMD_ang,Model.Inc_ang,a); 

    % Add together in long exposure 

    Long_exp = Long_exp + Temp_img(a,:); 

    waitbar(a/N,wht1); 

end 

close(wht1); 

%% Plot results 

% Normalize output 

Long_exp = Long_exp/abs(max(max(Long_exp))); 

M = 1; 

% Plot results and theoretical points on same plot 

if Plot.DMD_pattern == 1 

    H(2) = figure(4); 

else 

    H(1) = figure(4); 

end 

plot(Model.Img_ang-Model.Inc_ang,abs(Long_exp)); 

% hold on; 

% plot([DifEq(1),DifEq(1)],[M,0],'k-',... 

%     [DifEq(2),DifEq(2)],[M,0],'k-',... 

%     [DifEq(3),DifEq(3)],[M,0],'k-',... 

%     [DifEq(4),DifEq(4)],[M,0],'k-',... 

%     [DifEq(5),DifEq(5)],[M,0],'k-'); 

% hold off; 

% legend('Numerically Modeled','Grating Equation'); 

 

%% Save Figures 

Cur_dir = cd('Output Files'); 
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FileName = 

[num2str(Mir.X),'x',num2str(Mir.Y),'_',num2str(Model.Inc_ang),'degAOI_

',num2str(mean(diff(Model.Img_ang))),'deg.fig']; 

savefig(H,FileName); 

% Save data 

X = Model.Img_ang-Model.Inc_ang; 

Y = abs(Long_exp); 

save('Long Exposure Data','X','Y'); 

 

Y = abs(Temp_img); 

Y = Temp_img/max(max(Temp_img)); 

DMD_angles = Model.DMD_ang; 

save('Individual Exposure Data','X','Y','DMD_angles'); 

cd(Cur_dir); 

end 

 

function Save_Data(Y,X,DMD_angles,Inc_ang,a) 

Cur_dir = cd('Output Files'); 

X = X-Inc_ang; 

Y = abs(Y); 

% Plot pattern 

h = figure; 

plot(X,Y);grid on; 

% Save plot 

Name = ['Single Angle ',num2str(DMD_angles(a))]; 

title(Name);xlabel('Angle (Degrees)');ylabel('Relative intensity'); 

savefig(h,[Name,'.fig']); 

close(h); 

% Save data 

save([Name,'.mat'],'X','Y'); 

 

cd(Cur_dir); 

end 
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2: Braden_DMD_Model: Diffraction model of DLP3000 with 905 light 

function [Img_int,DifEq,H] = Braden_DMD_Model(DMD_ang,Model,Mir,Plot) 

% Model DLP 3000 with 905 light for use in Lidar system 

% Braden Smith 

% 12/16/2016 

% 

% Notes: 

%  

 

%% Process Variables 

Model.Img_ang = Model.Img_ang*pi/180;   % Convert to radians 

DMD_ang = DMD_ang*pi/180;               % Convert to radians 

Model.Inc_ang = Model.Inc_ang*pi/180;   % Convert to radians 

 

%% Create Phase Model of DMD 

[Mir,H] = Create_DMD_phase(Mir,DMD_ang,Model.Inc_ang,Plot,Model); 

 

%% Create distance matrices 

% X distance matrix 

xv = linspace(-Mir.X*Mir.width/2,Mir.X*Mir.width/2,Mir.X*Mir.spls); 

yv = linspace(Mir.Y*Mir.width/2,-Mir.Y*Mir.width/2,Mir.Y*Mir.spls); 

[X_ind,Y_ind] = meshgrid(xv,yv); 

 

%% Create phase model of coverglass 

if Model.Cover_glass_present==1 

    Cover_X_ind = X_ind - min(min(X_ind)); 

    Cover.OPD = Cover_X_ind*sin(Model.Inc_ang); 

    Cover.height = zeros(size(Mir.height)); 

    Cover.mask = ones(size(Mir.mask))*Model.Cover_refl; 

end 

%% Perform numeric diffraction integral 

Img_field_DMD =   

Numerical_Integral(Model,X_ind,Y_ind,Mir.OPD,Mir.height,Mir.mask); 

if Model.Cover_glass_present==1 

    Img_field_cover = 

Numerical_Integral(Model,X_ind,Y_ind,Cover.OPD,Cover.height,Cover.mask

); 

    % Add two image intensities together 

    Img_int = abs(Img_field_DMD).^2 + abs(Img_field_cover).^2; 

else 

    Img_int = abs(Img_field_DMD).^2; 

end 

%% Calculate theoretical diffraction spot locations (Grating equation) 

Orders = [-4, -2, 0, 2, 4]; 

DifEq = asin(Orders*Model.wave/Mir.width-sin(-Model.Inc_ang)); 

DifEq = DifEq - Model.Inc_ang;     % Convert to angle off of zero 

order 

DifEq = DifEq*180/pi;              % Convert to degrees 

 

% Measured Angles 
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% Measured_diff_angles = [-20.5, -11, 0, 11.5, 27.5]; 

 

%% Plot results 

if Plot.Single_ang==1 

    Model.Img_ang = Model.Img_ang-Model.Inc_ang;  % Convert to degrees 

off of zero order 

    Model.Img_ang = Model.Img_ang*180/pi;         % Convert to degrees 

    M = max(max(Img_int)); 

    % Plot results and theoretical points on same plot 

    figure(3);plot(Model.Img_ang,Img_int); 

    hold on; 

    plot([DifEq(1),DifEq(1)],[M,0],'k-',... 

        [DifEq(2),DifEq(2)],[M,0],'k-',... 

        [DifEq(3),DifEq(3)],[M,0],'k-',... 

        [DifEq(4),DifEq(4)],[M,0],'k-',... 

        [DifEq(5),DifEq(5)],[M,0],'k-'); 

    hold off; 

    title('Horizontal diffraction pattern');xlabel('Angle (degrees)'); 

    legend('Numerically Modeled','Grating Equation'); 

end % End if statement 

 

end % Main Function 
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3: Create_DMD_Phase: Function to create phase layout of DMD with micromirrors at 

different angles.  

function [Mir_out,H] = 

Create_DMD_phase(Mir,DMD_ang,Inc_ang,Plot,Model) 

% Creates DMD phase profile 

% Braden Smith 

% 12/27/2016 

%  

% Ver 2: Assumes normal incidence 

% Ver 3: Does not assume normal incidence, needs DMD and incidence 

angles 

% Notes: 

% Updates Mir structure 

 

H = []; 

Mir_out = Mir; 

%% Create one DMD mirror layout 

xv = linspace(-1,1,Mir.spls); 

yv = linspace(1,-1,Mir.spls); 

[X,Y] = meshgrid(xv,yv); 

% Create single mirror layout 

fx = 0.925*cos(DMD_ang); 

fy = 0.925; 

Mir.lay = double(abs(X)/fx+abs(Y)/fy<=1); 

 

%% Create mirror height and mask 

% Define max OPD across mirror diagonal 

Max_height = tan(DMD_ang)*Mir.width; 

Mir.height = linspace(Max_height/2,-Max_height/2,Mir.spls); 

Mir.height = repmat(Mir.height,Mir.spls,1); 

% Combine Mirror outline and Height Profile 

Single_mir = Mir.height.*Mir.lay; 

% Create single mirror template 

Cell = zeros(Mir.spls); 

Cell(1,1) = 1; 

Cell(Mir.spls/2+1,Mir.spls/2+1) = 1; 

% Create mirror map 

Mir.map = repmat(Cell,Mir.Y+1,Mir.X+1); 

% Create index matrix 

xv = linspace(1,2*Mir.X+3,size(Mir.map,2)); 

X = repmat(xv,[size(Mir.map,1),1]); 

Mir.indx = round(X.*Mir.map); 

% Zero pad Mirror Map and index matrices 

Mir.map = 

[zeros(size(Mir.map,1),Mir.spls),Mir.map,zeros(size(Mir.map,1),Mir.spl

s)]; 

Mir.indx = 

[zeros(size(Mir.indx,1),Mir.spls),Mir.indx,zeros(size(Mir.indx,1),Mir.

spls)]; 

% Convolve mirrors with map 
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Mir.height = conv2(Single_mir,Mir.map); 

% Create mask for mirrors 

Mir.mask = conv2(Mir.lay,Mir.map); 

 

%% Create mirror OPD profile 

N = max(max(Mir.indx)); 

Mir.OPD = 0; 

for a=1:N 

    % Get distance from edge 

    ln = (a-1)/2*Mir.width; 

    % Create height profile 

    d = sin(Inc_ang)*ln; 

    s = Mir.width/2*sin(DMD_ang+Inc_ang); 

    a1 = d-s; 

    a2 = d+s; 

    Heightv = linspace(a1,a2,Mir.spls); 

    Heightv = repmat(Heightv,[Mir.spls,1]); 

    % Add height profile to one mirror 

    Mir.Single = Mir.lay.*Heightv; 

    % Convolve with all mirrors in collumn 

    TempMap = double(Mir.indx==a); 

    TempMap = conv2(Mir.Single,TempMap); 

    % Add collumn to DMD surface 

    Mir.OPD = Mir.OPD + TempMap; 

end 

 

% Trim Off extra  

[SizeY,SizeX] = size(Mir.height); 

A = Mir.spls; 

SizeY = 0.5*A+1:SizeY-1.5*A+1; 

SizeX = 1.5*A+1:SizeX-A*2.5+1; 

Mir.height = Mir.height(SizeY,SizeX); 

Mir.mask = Mir.mask(SizeY,SizeX); 

Mir.OPD = Mir.OPD(SizeY,SizeX); 

% Account for cover glass reflection 

Mir.mask = Mir.mask*(1-Model.Cover_refl); 

%% Display some plots 

if Plot.DMD_pattern == 1 

    Xmin = -Mir.X*Mir.width/2; 

    Xmax = Mir.X*Mir.width/2; 

    Ymin = -Mir.Y*Mir.width/2; 

    Ymax = Mir.Y*Mir.width/2; 

    Limits = [Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax]; 

    Fontsize = 10; 

    H(1) = figure(1); 

     

    subplot(1,2,1); 

    imagelbl(Mir.height,Limits); 

    axis square 

    xlabel('X distance (\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize);ylabel('Y distance 

(\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize); 

    h = colorbar; 
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    xlabel(h,'Mirror Height (\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize); 

     

    subplot(1,2,2); 

    imagelbl(Mir.OPD,Limits); 

    axis square 

    xlabel('X distance (\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize);ylabel('Y distance 

(\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize); 

    h = colorbar; 

    xlabel(h,'Optical Path Difference (\mum)','FontSize',Fontsize); 

end 

 

if Plot.Profile == 1 

    figure(2); 

    subplot(2,1,1); 

    plot(Mir.height(size(Mir.height,1)/2,:));title('Profile of mirror 

height');ylabel('Height (um)'); 

    subplot(2,1,2); 

    plot(Mir.OPD(size(Mir.OPD,1)/2,:));title('Profile of mirror 

OPD');ylabel('OPD (um)'); 

end 

 

% Save Variables 

Mir_out.OPD = Mir.OPD; 

Mir_out.height = Mir.height; 

Mir_out.mask = Mir.mask; 

 

end % End main function 
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4: Numerical_Integral: Function to perform Huygen-Fresnel integral for given 

micromirror configuration 

function [Img_field] = Numerical_Integral(Model, X_ind, Y_ind, OPD, 

height, mask) 

 

% Process variables 

Img_field = zeros(size(Model.Img_ang));   % Variable definition 

 

% Perform numeric diffraction integral 

wtb = waitbar(0,'Processing...'); 

% Loop through all object points 

for Obj_ind = 1:numel(OPD) 

    % Loop through image points 

    for Img_ind = 1:numel(Model.Img_ang) 

        % Get OPD of current point 

        Cur_OPD = OPD(Obj_ind); 

        % Get current distance 

        Cur_mir_pt = [X_ind(Obj_ind),Y_ind(Obj_ind),height(Obj_ind)]; 

        Cur_img_pt = 

[Model.Img_dist*sin(Model.Img_ang(Img_ind)),0,Model.Img_dist*cos(Model

.Img_ang(Img_ind))]; 

        Cur_dist = sqrt(sum((Cur_img_pt-Cur_mir_pt).^2)); 

        % Convert distance to phase 

        Img_OPD = Cur_OPD + Cur_dist; 

        Img_phase = exp(1i*Img_OPD*2*pi/Model.wave); 

        % Add to current 

        Img_field(Img_ind) = Img_field(Img_ind) + 

1/(Cur_dist^2)*Img_phase*mask(Obj_ind); 

    end % End image index loop 

     waitbar(Obj_ind/numel(OPD),wtb); 

end % End object index loop 

close(wtb); 

 

end 
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5: imagelbl: Function made to plot results using “imagesc()” function in MATLAB 

function imagelbl( Image, Limits ) 

%IMAGELBL Plots an image with user-defined axis labels.  

%Limits = [Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax] 

% Plot image 

h = imagesc(Image); 

 

Xmin = Limits(1); 

Xmax = Limits(2); 

Ymin = Limits(3); 

Ymax = Limits(4); 

 

% Create 11 labels 

Xaxis = round(linspace(Xmin,Xmax,5),0)'; 

Yaxis = round(linspace(Ymax,Ymin,5),0)'; 

 

% Get data from size of image 

X = size(Image,2); 

Y = size(Image,1); 

 

numx = numel(Xaxis); 

numy = numel(Yaxis); 

 

% Change axis labels and ticks 

h.Parent.XTick = round(linspace(1,X,numx)); 

h.Parent.XTickLabel = num2str(Xaxis); 

h.Parent.YTick = round(linspace(1,Y,numy)); 

h.Parent.YTickLabel = num2str(Yaxis); 

 

end 


